Organic and Organometallic Chemistry at the Single-Molecule, -Particle, and -Molecular-Catalyst-Turnover Level by Fluorescence Microscopy.
Mechanistic studies have historically played a key role in the discovery and optimization of reactions in organic and organometallic chemistry. However, even apparently simple organic and organometallic transformations may have surprisingly complicated multistep mechanisms, increasing the difficulty of extracting this mechanistic information. The resulting reaction intermediates often constitute a small fraction of the total reaction mixture, for example, creating a long-term analytical challenge of detection. This challenge is particularly pronounced in cases where the positions of intermediates on the reaction energy surface mean that they do not "build up" to the quantities needed for observation by traditional ensemble analytical tools. Thus, their existence and single-step elementary reactivity cannot be studied directly. New approaches for obtaining this otherwise-missing mechanistic information are therefore needed. Single-turnover, single-molecule, single-particle, and other subensemble fluorescence microscopy techniques are ideally suited for this role because of their sensitivity and spatiotemporal resolution. Inspired by the robust development of single-molecule fluorescence microscopy tools for studying enzyme catalysis, our laboratory has developed analogous fluorescence microscopy techniques to overcome mechanistic challenges in synthetic chemistry, with sensitivity as high as the single-complex, single-turnover, and single-molecule level. These techniques free the experimenter from the previous restriction that intermediates must "build up" to quantities needed for detection by ensemble analytical tools and are suited to systems where synchronization through flash photolysis or stopped flow would be inconvenient or inaccessible. In this process, the techniques transform certain previously "unobservable" intermediates and their elementary single-step reactivities into "observable" ones through sensitive and selective spectral handles. Our program has focused on imaging reactions in small-molecule, organic, and polymer synthetic chemistry with an accent on the reactivity of molecular transition metal complexes and catalysts. Our laboratory initiated studies in this area in 2008 with the imaging of individual palladium complexes that were tagged with spectator fluorophores. To enable imaging, we started with fluorophore selection and development, overcame challenges with imaging in organic solvents, and developed strategies compatible with air-sensitive chemistry and concentrations of reagents generally used in small-molecule synthesis. These studies grew to include characterization of previously unknown organometallic intermediates in the synthesis of organozinc reagents and the direct study of their elementary-step reactivity. The ability to directly observe this behavior generated predictive power for selecting salts that accelerated organozinc reagent formation in synthesis, including salts that had not yet been reported synthetically. In 2017 we also developed the first single-turnover imaging of molecular (chemo)catalysts, which through the technique's spatiotemporal resolution revealed abruptly time-variable polymerization kinetics wherein molecular ruthenium ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP) catalysts changed rates independently from other catalysts less than 1 μm away. Individual catalytic turnovers, each corresponding to one single-chain-elongation reaction arising from insertion of single ROMP or enyne monomers at individual Grubbs II molecular ruthenium catalysts, were spatiotemporally resolved as green flashes in growing polymers. In this Account, we discuss the development of this technique from idea to application, including challenges overcome and strategies created to image synthetic organic and organometallic molecular chemistry at the highest levels of detection sensitivity. We also describe challenges not yet solved and provide an outlook for this growing field at the intersection of microscopy and synthetic/molecular chemistry.